p(17n -12) -p(17n -301) s 2 lff) (17») (mod 17).
Another interesting congruence for modulus 13 is found in (12) of §2, namely
where r{m) is the Ramanujan function defined by
2. Congruence properties, modulus 13. We let I denote a power series in x with integral coefficients. Now $ r ,«(#) ! =3 r $o f e-.r(a0, where Z=xd/dx. Also 3P = ~24*i, 2 (^), 3Ç = 240$i f4 (a;), and 3P = -504$i,6(#). Then from Tables I, II and III of [2] we may form the following tables for expressing $r,«(#) in terms of P, (?, and R. Each entry has been reduced modulo 13 so that to each must be added 13/. Use has also been made of the relations TABLE II
. Then by the use of (4) and (5) we may express A 7 in terms of P, Q, and R as follows:
Then, making use of Tables I and II ,
we have + 2Z(2U«))^+13J,
Instead of equation (6) we may obtain a slightly different form for A 7 by introducing Ramanujan's function r(w), defined by equation (3). Then
Now, by (2), n-1 Comparing coefficients of x n in (6) and (8) If we replace n by 13w we get p(13n -7) -/>(13» -176) (10) s 3cr 6 (13tt) -22 6 ' 5 (13w) (mod 13) s -2S 6> 5(13») (mod 13).
In a similar fashion, from (7) and (8) we obtain
We next wish to compare this result with that obtained by Zuckerman [3] . For this we rewrite (11) as follows SE -5r(w) (mod 13), and so (11) may also be obtained.
3. Congruence properties, modulus 17. Let I again denote a power series in x with integral coefficients. As before we express each *, ,,(*) in terms of P, Q and 2?, To each entry must be added 177. 
